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Key figures at a glance 

Emerald Ventures  
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Portfolio companies in 
Europe,  
North America and Israel 

Investing in  
industrial 
technology 
innovation since 

Business plans p.a. 

Global co-
investors 

Million EUR under 
management in 4 
funds and 3 
mandates  

Strategic fund 
investors  

1200 
2000 

57 
100 

370 

30 
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Is There a Best Practice in CVC?  
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Asking the right questions and answering all in a causal chain  

A Pattern in Successful CVC Groups  

1.  Why corporate venturing? 

2.  What are our corporate goals we like to achieve? 

3.  What CVC model do we need to support our 

goals? 

4.  What activities and processes does the chosen 

CVC model require?  

5.  What skills, experiences and capacity do we need 

to perform the activities? 

6.  How do we align and incentivize our 

professionals?  

7.  How do we measure our achievements? Confidential 3 
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Three general reasons    

Why Corporate Venturing?  
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Avoid being disrupted 
from outside 

Strategic 
perspective   

Stay competitive in 
existing markets 

through innovation 

Explore and expand 
into new markets 

Three reasons  

Protect revenues Protect and improve 
revenues Improve revenues 

Protect and improve 
profitability 

Financial 
perspective   
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Three main reasons – but different financial goals for different individual investors    

Why Corporate Venturing  
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Oil & Gas Industrial OEM Specialty 
Chemicals 
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They have to generate a top or bottom line impact   

Goals of Corporate Venturing  
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Detailed indications and goals of operational units   

Goals of Corporate Venturing  
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1)  Product innovation / new markets / avoid disruption 
2)  Material & component innovation  
3)  Production process innovation  
4)  Business model innovation  
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Which CVC model is the best fit to achieve the corporate goals  

Choose Your CVC Model  
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Focus on collaboration  
without direct investment 

No VC fund 
leverage 

CVC Fund & Collaboration  
 

•  Tap into historic and new deal flow 
from VC fund  

•  CVC team focused on 
collaboration   

•  Selected strategic minority stakes  

CVC Fund 
•  Build own deal flow through fund 

and brand 
•  Build & manage own portfolio  
•  Risk of capacity constraint for 

collaboration activities  

Lean Collaboration 
 

•  Build own deal flow through 
brand recognition, marketing, 
events etc.  

•  CVC team focused on 
collaboration activities only 

CVC Collaboration 
 

•  Tap into historic and new deal 
flow from VC fund 

•  CVC team focused on 
collaboration 

Focus on collaborations through 
direct investments  

Leverage 
operations & 

deal flow 
with fund 
investment 

How to work with deal flow 

H
ow

 to
 g

en
er

at
e 

de
al

 fl
ow
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Which processes and activities are required by the chosen CVC model  

Choose Your Actions  
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St
ra

te
g

ic
 

O
pe

ra
tio

na
l 

Raise funds  
  

Marketing Networking  Deal sourcing  

Deal assessment Investment 
structuring  

Syndication and 
closing 

Investment process  

Company 
building 

Company 
monitoring Company selling 

Company building & portfolio management 

Investment activities  

Assessment of 
potential & 
importance  

Collaboration 
structuring 

Portfolio 
management 

Innovation collaboration process (external) 

Mapping of BU 
needs Marketing inside Involvement & 

incentives 

Innovation collaboration process (internal) 

Collaboration activities  

Deal sourcing & finding partners   

Internal 
marketing 

& 
networking  

Raise 
internal 
capital  

Invest and 
operate 

Report 
and 

confirm   
Goal 

planning Implement Execute Control 

Realign goals  
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Skills, experiences and capacity  to run the activities and achieve the goals   

Choosing Your A-Team  
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•  Investment professionals   
•  Marketing the CVC unit to the world  
•  Collaboration and business 

development 
•  Internal networking and fundraising  
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Align through incentives and duration of commitment   

Create Alignments and Choose Incentives  
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Start-up CVC unit 
goals 

Business 
unit level 

goals 

Corporate 
level 
goals  Investme

nt 
incentives  

Collaborati
on  
incentives  

Years in responsible position? 

Long term 
incentive 

Short 
term 

incentive 
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Summary  

•  Innovation keeps our companies competitive 
•  Not every thing can be developed in-house 
•  Reaching out and have existing bits and pieces support our innovation makes a lot of 

sense  
•  Start-ups are an essential outside source for missing bit and pieces and missing 

expertise 
•  CVC units are the right operational teams to connect to start-up innovation 
•  To make CVC teams successful: 

•  They need to fit very carefully into the overall strategy, company goals and BU goals    
•  Chose a lean but sufficient CVC model to achieve goals  
•  Have all necessary activities covered with the right professionals  
•  Have an sound alignment of incentives in place beyond the CVC team  
•  Measure and correct     
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www.emerald-ventures.com 
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EUROPEAN OFFICE 
 
Emerald Technology Ventures AG 
Seefeldstrasse 215 
8008 Zürich 
Switzerland 

 
T: +41 44 269 61 00 
F: +41 44 269 61 01 

NORTH AMERICAN OFFICE 
 
 
Emerald Technology Ventures 
MaRS Centre  Heritage Building 
101 College St. Suite 120 
Toronto, ON  M5G 1L7 

Canada 
 

T: +1 416 900 3453 
F: +1 416 900 3457 


